
Chemistry World and The 
Royal Society of Chemistry,  
in partnership with Notch 
Communications, offer a 
unique promotional 
opportunity.

n  tch



Introducing cutting-edge 
digital Science Supplements 
from Chemistry World.



Themed digital 
supplements hosted 
on the renowned 
Chemistry World 
website.

Each issue will be 
actively promoted for 
the first month after 
publication and is 
available on the 
Chemistry World 
‘Collections’ tab 
indefinitely.
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46%Americas

EU 25%

23% APAC

6% ROW
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Reaching an engaged, global audience every month… 

…spending on average 3 minutes 
on your page reading your article
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220,000 
visitors per month to the 

Chemistry World website… 
Other
3%

Academia
37%

Industry
60%

…both in industry 
and academia:  



Instruments and 
techniques used 
by Chemistry 
World readers:
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Issue 1. Technology for Health 
– March 2018 (Now live) 

Issue 2. Green and Sustainable 
Chemistry – June 2018 (Now Live) 

Issue 3. The Innovators 
– October 2018 (Now Live) 

Issue 4. Chemistry Detectives 
– March 2019 (Now Live) 

Issue 5. Voices in Chemistry 
– July 2019 (Now Live) 

Issue 6. Future of Pharma 
– November 2019 (Now Live) 

Issue 7. Everyday Chemistry 
– March 2020 (Now Live) 

Issue 8. Collaborative Chemistry 
– July 2020 (Now Live) 

Issue 9. Forefront of Pharma 
– November 2020 (Now Live)

PUBLISHED ISSUES 

Starting in 2018, nine digital issues 
of the supplement have been 
published on the Chemistry World 
website and are now available 
indefinitely on the Collections tab.
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech
https://www.chemistryworld.com/sustainability
https://www.chemistryworld.com/collections/innovators
https://www.chemistryworld.com/collections/chemistry-detectives
https://www.chemistryworld.com/collections/voices-in-chemistry
https://www.chemistryworld.com/collections/future-of-pharma
https://www.chemistryworld.com/collections/everyday-chemistry
https://www.chemistryworld.com/collections/themed-supplements/collaborative-chemistry
https://www.chemistryworld.com/collections/themed-supplements/forefront-of-pharma


Proposed issues for 2021: 

Issue 10. Chemistry 4.0:  
March 2021 

Issue 11. Future Chemistries (TBC): 
May/June 2021 

Issue 12. Global Chemistry (TBC): 
October/November 2021 

TOPICAL THEMES 

These themed supplements 
will identify the importance 
of chemistry in different areas 
of scientific endeavour at its 
interfaces with other disciplines.
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UNIQUE AND INTERACTIVE 
CONTENT 

• Each story will be written for you in the Chemistry 
World editorial style. 

• Your existing videos can be embedded in the story 
or streamed straight off the page.  

• Alternatively the Notch team can be deployed to 
create new content for you, including podcasts, 
infographics and animated GIFs (POA). 

• Infographics, animations, surveys, display ads, ad 
server content etc. can also be embedded into the 
HTML.  

• If you have RSS feeds, these can be populated on 
screen too. 

   The possibilities are endless! 
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Issue 1:  
Technology for Health

Publisher, 
Chemistry World

• In conversation with Robert Grubbs, Nobel laureate 

• Five innovative technologies for health  

• Biosensors, wearables and virtual biotech 

• Platinum metal complexes in medicine  

• Harnessing electronic display technology in bioimaging 

• Pharma and academia: a recipe for success 

• Is industry ready for the serialisation shake-up? 

• The ever-increasing attraction of biologics 

• Dissolving insoluble drugs 

• Why biocatalysis is so on trend 

• Driving pharmaceutical innovation

“This is one of the best collections 
we have ever published, our editorial 

team were blown away by the 
standard of content” 
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/in-conversation-with-robert-grubbs-nobel-laureate-/3008705.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/five-innovative-technologies-for-health-/3008717.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/biosensors-wearables-and-virtual-biotech/3008711.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/platinum-metal-complexes-in-medicine/3008723.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/harnessing-electronic-display-technology-in-bioimaging/3008707.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/pharma-and-academia-a-recipe-for-success-/3008718.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/is-industry-ready-for-the-serialisation-shake-up/3008709.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/the-ever-increasing-attraction-of-biologics/3008719.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/dissolving-insoluble-drugs/3008720.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/why-biocatalysis-is-so-on-trend/3008710.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/health-tech/driving-pharmaceutical-innovation/3008722.article


• Metathesis: the green method of chemical synthesis 

• Sustaining the supply of trustworthy food 

• Biocatalysis gets the green light 

• From lethal smog to clean air  

• Carbon dioxide: greenhouse gas or useful 
chemical feedstock?

Issue 2:  
Green and Sustainable 

Chemistry

Our second special collection of content focusing on 
green chemistry, sustainability and how chemistry is 
helping address global environmental challenges.
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/sustainability/metathesis-the-green-method-of-chemical-synthesis/3009126.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/sustainability/sustaining-the-supply-of-trustworthy-food/3009133.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/sustainability/biocatalysis-gets-the-green-light/3009132.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/sustainability/from-lethal-smog-to-clean-air/3009128.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/sustainability/carbon-dioxide-greenhouse-gas-or-useful-chemical-feedstock/3009130.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/sustainability/carbon-dioxide-greenhouse-gas-or-useful-chemical-feedstock/3009130.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/sustainability
https://www.chemistryworld.com/sustainability


• Instrumental innovators in food safety and cannabis 
analysis 

• The next generation of scientists shaping Pharma’s future  

• Metathesis: around the catalytic cycle 

• How continuous manufacturing could revolutionise 
drug development

Issue 3:  
The Innovators of 
Pharma, Chemistry 

and Biotech

Our third special collection of content focusing on 
the innovators, talented teams and cutting-edge 
companies that drive innovation to improve lives, 
advance science and revolutionise industry.
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/innovators/instrumental-innovators/3009547.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/innovators/instrumental-innovators/3009547.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/innovators/meet-the-next-generation-of-science-innovators/3009546.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/innovators/metathesis-around-the-catalytic-cycle/3009548.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/innovators/continuous-manufacturing-could-revolutionise-drug-development-/3009537.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/innovators/continuous-manufacturing-could-revolutionise-drug-development-/3009537.article


• Identification and analysis of food fraud 

• Investigation of analytical and production problems 
in drug development 

• Using carbon-carbon bonds to create novel compounds 

• Problem solving to overcome drug bioavailability issues 

Issue 4:  
Chemistry Detectives

Our fourth special collection of content focusing on 
chemistry detectives, the talented teams and cutting-edge 
companies that use scientific investigation to improve 
lives, advance science and revolutionise industry.
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/chemistry-detectives/combating-food-fraud/3010183.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/chemistry-detectives/investigating-multi-dimensional-problems-in-drug-substance-development/3010184.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/chemistry-detectives/investigating-multi-dimensional-problems-in-drug-substance-development/3010184.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/chemistry-detectives/creating-carbon-carbon-bonds-via-transition-metal-catalysis/3010191.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/chemistry-detectives/small-particles-making-a-big-splash-in-clinical-development/3010181.article


• Microplastics – A chance discovery leads to a research 
passion 

• Multidisciplinary science kick starts innovation 

• Catalysing discussion around gender and STEM 

• Conducting communications 

• Inspiring and supporting the next generation of pharma 
chemists 

• Through the looking glass: a digital future for healthcare 

• Picking the Brain(iac) of Jon Tickle 

• Creating top-notch science communication 

• Chemistry in its Element podcast: Polypropylene 

Issue 5:  
Voices in Chemistry

Our fifth special collection of content showcasing voices in 
chemistry. We bring together people from a variety of 
backgrounds that are driving innovation, challenging 
cultures, disrupting stereotypes and communicating 
science to inspire current and future generations.
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/voices-in-chemistry/microplastics-a-chance-discovery-leads-to-a-research-passion/3010711.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/voices-in-chemistry/microplastics-a-chance-discovery-leads-to-a-research-passion/3010711.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/voices-in-chemistry/multidisciplinary-science-kick-starts-innovation/3010696.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/voices-in-chemistry/catalysing-discussion-around-gender-and-stem/3010700.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/voices-in-chemistry/conducting-communications/3010727.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/voices-in-chemistry/inspiring-and-supporting-the-next-generation-of-pharma-chemists-/3010714.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/voices-in-chemistry/inspiring-and-supporting-the-next-generation-of-pharma-chemists-/3010714.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/voices-in-chemistry/through-the-looking-glass-a-digital-future-for-healthcare/3010687.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/voices-in-chemistry/picking-the-brainiac-of-jon-tickle/3010717.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/voices-in-chemistry/creating-top-notch-science-communication/3010684.article


• Ion mobility spectrometry: the future of pharma analysis 

• Ageing populations and the medicines of tomorrow 

• Cultivating innovation in the UK’s life science industry 

• Artificial Intelligence: On the cusp of a digital revolution 

• Pharma’s digital future: Pharma and healthcare meets 
data and digitalisation

Issue 6:  
Future of Pharma

Our sixth special collection of content focusing on the 
future of the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries. 
Collaboration across the sciences as well as digitisation 
and patient-specific therapies come together to bring 
us the treatments of tomorrow.
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/future-of-pharma/ion-mobility-spectrometry-the-future-of-pharma-analysis/4010671.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/future-of-pharma/ageing-populations-and-the-medicines-of-tomorrow/4010666.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/future-of-pharma/cultivating-innovation-in-the-uks-life-science-industry/4010644.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/future-of-pharma/artificial-intelligence-on-the-cusp-of-a-digital-revolution/4010642.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/future-of-pharma/pharma-and-healthcare-meets-data-and-digitalisation/4010624.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/future-of-pharma/pharma-and-healthcare-meets-data-and-digitalisation/4010624.article


• Behind the revolution: mass spectrometry 

• Metathesis enables everyday innovation 

• Bitrex turns bitterness into better chemistry 

• Marrying personalised medicine with the mainstream  

• Navigating everyday challenges with magnetism

Issue 7:  
Everyday Chemistry

Chemistry is all around us, so why not discuss how your 
innovations have - and continue to - shape the modern 
world we live in?
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/everyday-chemistry/behind-the-revolution-mass-spectrometry/4011363.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/everyday-chemistry/metathesis-enables-everyday-innovation/4011346.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/everyday-chemistry/bitrex-turns-bitterness-into-better-chemistry/4011342.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/everyday-chemistry/marrying-personalised-medicine-with-the-mainstream/4011349.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/everyday-chemistry/navigating-everyday-challenges-with-magnetism/4011362.article


• Are collaborations the ultimate cure-all? 

• Catalysis and chemical bonds that make us stronger 

• Catalysts for collaboration 

• Calibration, collaboration and customisation

Issue 8:  
Collaborative Chemistry

Our eighth collection showcases how collaboration across 
disciplines, teams, industries and sectors is helping to 
drive innovation and knock down barriers to success in 
industry.
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/collaborative-chemistry/are-collaborations-the-ultimate-cure-all/4012039.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/collaborative-chemistry/catalysis-and-chemical-bonds-that-make-us-stronger/4012073.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/collaborative-chemistry/catalysts-for-collaboration/4012044.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/collaborative-chemistry/calibration-collaboration-and-customisation/4012040.article


• Pharmaceutical impurities: Combatting Pharma’s elusive threat 

• Faster Pharma: Catalytic innovation combats precious metals 
supply chain pain 

• AI and digital simulation for better medicines, made faster 

• The future is bright: protecting innovation during uncertain 
times

Issue 9:  
At the Forefront of 

Pharma

Our ninth special collection examines the innovation of 
chemical industries at the forefront of Pharma in 
researching and delivering novel therapeutic approaches.
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/forefront-of-pharma/pharmaceutical-impurities-combatting-pharmas-elusive-threat/4012749.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/forefront-of-pharma/faster-pharma-catalytic-innovation-combats-precious-metals-supply-chain-pain/4012719.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/forefront-of-pharma/faster-pharma-catalytic-innovation-combats-precious-metals-supply-chain-pain/4012719.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/forefront-of-pharma/ai-and-digital-simulation-for-better-medicines-made-faster/4012708.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/forefront-of-pharma/the-future-is-bright-protecting-innovation-during-uncertain-times/4012742.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/forefront-of-pharma/the-future-is-bright-protecting-innovation-during-uncertain-times/4012742.article
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Issue 10:  
Chemistry 4.0

Scheduled for release in 
March 2021

Some proposed topics for issue 10 include: 

• Novel and innovative technologies and their applications 
in health and medicine  

• AI, big data, machine learning and blockchain  

• Analytics 4.0, chemputers and Intelligent design of 
experiments.

Chemistry 4.0 marks a new stage of development in 
for chemistry-using industries. A stage which will be 
shaped throughout the next decade by digitalisation, 
a circular economy and sustainability This issue is an 
opportunity to focus on how these novel 
technologies will lead to smarter manufacturing, 
stronger customer relationships and faster innovation



*Only available as an add-on to a Story Package

RATE CARD
Hero Story + Banner  

£8,500

Run of Site Story 
£6,500

Box Banner Ad* 
40k Impressions per month 
£25 per ‘000 Impressions 
= £3,000 over 3 Months 

Banner will also run on the 
Chemistry World website.

©  Notch Communications Ltd, 2021.

Option to add a podcast 
or infographic to story 

package.  
Get in touch to 
find out more.



PROMOTION 

Each quarterly issue will be 
promoted heavily on the 
Chemistry World website 
and also to its large social 
media audience: 

Twitter 432,000 Followers 
Facebook 955,000 Followers 
LinkedIn 1,800 Followers

©  Notch Communications Ltd, 2021.



PROMOTION 

The supplement will be 
advertised on the Royal 
Society of Chemistry & 
Chemistry World websites: 

RSC website: 600,000 impressions  
CW website: 429,000 impressions

Plus it will be featured in a 
Chemistry World e-blast: 

Distributed to a database 
of over 20,000 contacts

Chemistry World supplement e-blast:

Ad gif featuring on both Chemistry 
World and RSC websites:

Ad banners which feature in additional 
Chemistry World e-blasts: 

©  Notch Communications Ltd, 2021.



CONTACTS

Peter Brown   
+44 (0)7785 718 846 
peter.brown@notchcommunications.co.uk 

Pranika Sivakumar   
+44 (0)7709 699 521 
pranika.sivakumar@notchcommunications.co.uk 

www.notchcommunications.co.uk 

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM NOTCH
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mailto:peter.brown@notchcommunications.co.uk
mailto:pranika.sivakumar@notchcommunications.co.uk
http://www.notchcommunications.co.uk

